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FULL DESCRIPTION

Background

Nobel material (Gold, Silver, Platinum and Palladium) nanorods have garnered great interest and specifically gold nanorods because of their plasmonic activity. Conventional synthesis methods either rely on solution phase reactions or templating methods. Typical limitations of commonly used templating methods include:

▶ Difficulty in controlling both the width and length of the products.
▶ Low yield because only a monolayer of metal nanorods could be prepared.
▶ High cost associated with these templates.

Current Invention

UCR inventors led by Prof. Yadong Yin have developed a patented, robust templating approach to the synthesis of metal nanorods including Gold (Au), Silver (Ag), Platinum (Pt) and Palladium (Pd) in composition with well controlled dimensions and high yield. The success of this method is attributed to the application of silica nanotube templates with tunable dimensions. In addition to the synthesis of well defined templates introducing Au seeds exclusively into the cavities of these templates is another indispensable step.

![Image of templating approach]

Picture above shows the general templating approach to the synthesis of metal nanorods.

ADVANTAGES

▶ High scalability

![TEM images of nanorods]

Picture above shows TEM images of, from left to right, Gold, Silver, Platinum and Palladium prepared by seeded growth in silica nanotubes.
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Low cost - as the silica nanotubular templates can be obtained in large quantities at low cost.

The unique seeding process affords high yield.

The growth solutions are highly stable.

Well controlled aspect ratios for the developed metal nanorods.

SUGGESTED USES

- Opto-electronic devices
- Biological and Chemical sensing
- Cellular imaging
- Therapeutics
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